MARIA LALOU

installation view-cinematic hall and parallel space where the recording has happened

installation view - architectural model of the space

The Operational Model
‘The Operational Model’ is an exhibition including
a lecture on the performance act of ‘the looking’
based on the installation work OPERATED #3;
a work that has been developed and concluded
within a specific group of invited viewers. It is
an opening to a logic of an installation where
a viewer becomes an observer, an observation
point and again a director of the gaze with
a fade out to the installation’s own system
through the direct feedback. Yet the original live
event is using an elaborate apparatus system
on the exhibition of ‘The Operational Model’
the apparatus is replaced by a diagrammatic
representation in place.
MoMart base for independent & emerging artists
Amsterdam 2015
http://www.momart.nl/Projects/P20151014/
P20151014.php
installation view-operator’s desk

Cinematic Hall : projection of a live recording of the corridor space and television
monitor screening the performer behind the projection screen

‘OPERATED’
OPERATED attempts to subtract the event from the event while
developing it at the same time of staging it, directing it and interacting within its own logic. The audience can shift their position
under a certain system of instructions within the accumulation
of viewing. Each member of the audience has a floor plan of the
space with a particular route. The printed floor-plans contain
different routes supporting the independent roles of the attended.
The tension of the event starts by an invitation call to a specified
audience. The invitations include a number of time slots, acting as
a basic script of presenting the roles of each one attending to the
rest. A series of ‘instructions’ as the aforementioned are formulated
in relation to the spatial arrangements.

MP space : projection of footage that mirrors the space and includes the recording
of another space that the viewers can experience live at the basement.

I am often looking for a building or an interior with certain
characteristics; historical or structural. Looking at the architectonic
itself as my work. Inhabiting the location I tend to bring in the
necessary; markers and masking tape, measuring tape and transfer
paper, head camera device and computer, surveillance camera and
monitor, press camera and tripod, cinematic camera and intercom,
computer and beamer-projector. My research tools.
I am interested to create a discussion on the performance act of
‘the looking’; when the viewer delivers the intention of the work
unfolding as ‘the becoming’.

invitation image to the audience/performers of the work

‘OPERATED #2 - 2013
performance installation
DasArts Amsterdam
video link: http://vimeo.com/72096861

corridor : television connected to a live camera feedback with the MP space

Defining a systematic narration ‘timelapse’ represents the moment
of becoming. Continuing a main research principle: using glass
material structure as ‘brain lens’, the work time lapse practises the
duality of an ‘intermediary cognitive space’ within an architectural
study. In a specific location which serves as an Artist Club since the
1870’s, with an interior design by the architect H.P. Berlage .
Etymologically a time-lapse always occurs between the event and
our thinking about it. Nothing happens in the present; everything is
“always already” behind us, from the standpoint of time. There is no
present tense, and therefore there is no presence.
‘Time Lapse’ is a route over 700 square meters and within 7 different
rooms where a viewer experiences a relation of being an observer
of her own registration in space as a choreography of the body ‘s
representation.
medium: space of Arti et Amicitiae, interior design by H.P.Berlage,
wifi camera, surveillance camera,computer, video projection
room V

room VI

TIME LAPSE - 2012
Arti et Amicitiae Amsterdam
at FLAM Live Art Festival 2012
performing: Maria Lalou, Astarti Athanasiadou, Skafte Aymo-Boot
http://reaction-lalou.com/timelapse.htm

room VII

room III

a spect
Maria Lalou’s performative exhibition ‘a spect’ departs from the presence of a
peculiar reflective object, a seminar performance and it’s script. What is a stage
without performers and how a work can be activated in the absence of ‘actors’?
Who are the actors anyway? a spect is a quest into the theatre of consciousness
where visitors become viewers of sights and where memory suggests future
experience.
The presented book [theatro] is a rhythmical reading experience, a 5,5 meters
long transcript of a seminar performance, reflecting it’s original pulse and
duration.
The staged event I AM A ’Φ’ takes place as a performance that attempts to trigger
imagination of a particular existential state via constant tension and recurrence.
The two characters of [theatro], A and B, are performed by a single person.
solo exhibition at Onomatopee Eindhoven-2015
http://www.onomatopee.net/project.php?progID=7ec8a31bc760a1fa5a4385ff53
7310a3
installation view and stage for performance I AM A ’Φ’

installation view

installation view

[θέατρο]-[theatro]

The book [theatro] is an attempt to create a written script after the performance
is finished. ‘theatro’is the performance of an inner dialogue as a registered
system of relations visualized in the princible of a book. The counting of
time while reading through a 5,5 meter script is forming a blank space that
represents a silence.
[theatro] is based on the seminar performance ‘PUZZLE’, that took place at
FROWN, Athens. In this work Maria Lalou uses two software platforms for
writing. Powerpoint for the pre-fabricated text and a live performed text in Word,
both projected on the screen from her computer. This verbatim transcription
of the piece has several functions. Next to being the documentation of the
PUZZLE performance, it also serves as a script for the new play, ‘I AM A “Φ”’
that premiered at DasArts on the 5th of June, 2013,Amsterdam. Staged and
performed by Maria Lalou [O] with Tania Theodorou [reading all parts of A and
B].
The architectonic theatre features various objects and [theatro] expands on
the notion of ‘view’ (‘thea’ in Greek, where the word ‘theatre’ comes from).
The word ‘view’ is also the root of the word ‘theory’ [coming from the junction
of the words ’thea’(=view) and ‘oro’( =to perceive)]. Intending the theory as
practice, I composed [theatro] as an act of theory.

[theatro] book has been developed in collaboration with graphic designer
Y.Y. Wong & Werkplaats Typographie-Arhnem and includes an introduction by
Alena Alexandrova. Published by Onomatopee in 500 copies.

‘Puzzle is a performative event that names itself theatre of consciousness. It stages, or more precisely over-stages a generic
scene — two actors interact with each other and with an object on a stage covered by a screen on whose surface is projected a
film sequence of the fragmented dialogue between them. An additional TV screen placed next to the stage renders visible the
live performance on the stage. Live comments typed by an ‘operator’ follow the film sequence and are reversed successively so
that they become legible for the performers and the audience respectively. The intermediate surface of the screen maintains
its double function — to conceal and to be the place of an image. It is a membrane that simultaneously connects and separates
the two performers and the audience. Theatre finds itself suspended or dismantled on several levels.’Alena Alexandrova
During a 24 hours seminar, two perfomers are interfering one with the others’ perception via a glass mirror object, describing
the visual representation of their consciousness. In a 50 minutes duration open performance the audienchhhe experiences
the relation of the two and the mirror on a television screen. An operator(Lalou) is instructing the viewal perception of both
the audience and the performers from an operating desk behind the audience placing the viewers’ perception in the center of
space and action.
PUZZLE seminar performance took place in FROWN art project space in 2012 in Athens with an open call for participation
author artist Maria Lalou / perfomance:Maria Lalou, Katerina Drakopoulou, Maro Zacharogianni

PUZZLE

supper effect

supper effect is a interdisciplinary project examining how is sensory
perception of taste, smell and touch are affected in an endless repetitive
space. A live performed research using the architecture of space in
relation to the symmetry of the brain.
The objects are wiring the relation between space and identity. A mirrored
object is like an erased space, a space that once again opens new
projections and subjectivities, where notions such as gravity and time are
questioned. The relation between subject, object and food is endlessly
reflected in the mirror surface of the objects and space.
medium: live sculpture
materials: architectural location the former surgical rooms of Amsterdam’a
civic hospital, designed by the architect Alvan Gedron 1890, mirror glass,
wood, metal, wifi cameras, computer, monitors, food ingredients
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supper effect interdisciplinary project took place n 2011
OutLINE Gallery curated by Alice Smits
video link http://vimeo.com/28262452
http://reaction-lalou.com/supper%20effect-content.htm
functions and
motor performance
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a-symphony

A-symphony is a site specific performance by two perfomers, two
cameras, the Amstel forest park in Amsterdam and a modernist
building dated in 1972, built specifically for exhibitions.
An interdependent relation between antisymmetry and
symphony, questioning ‘How does ‘a space’ relate to ‘the
event’? What does a rapture create between the parallel and the
simultaneous.? If gesture takes the space of sound composition
then the body reacts to the function of ‘a distance’. Two
characters in similar and in-difference, one becoming the mirror
of the other. Finding the centre within their physical presence
in space and relating and co-existing, one being always in the
visual field of the other connecting through a thread of the
camera lens signified the distance in measurement of space
and marked the appearance of the total of the two in a frame.
a-symphony 2013 is a performance in duration of 240’
conceived and performed by Maria Lalou & Anna Orlikowska
at performance program ‘Midsummer Nights’s Dream’
Amstelpark-de Glazen Huis
Amsterdam curated by Alice Smits
http://reaction-lalou.com/a-symphony.htm

‘The act of projective architecture’ is a live lecture performance presenting the history of a concrete
skeleton in Athens. It presents an introduction to a research about un-finished buildings in Athens
showing inteviews, videos and a site specific installation in one of the buidlings selected from the archive
of [UN]FINISHED project.

the act of projective architecture

The project [UN]FINISHED is a kind of contemporary archaeology. It works with the notion of the antimonument: in the same way there are regulations and rules defining which structures are of such cultural
historical value that they can be listed as monuments, other regulations and rules are often the reason
for the unfinished state of the buildings.
‘The project has initially started as a collaboration between an artist and an architect. Together we have
considered our methodology as a type of contemporary archeology. Our interest focuses on recording,
analyzing and collecting historical data of the endless number of concrete skeletons which have
historically marked a very important period of development of Athens from the 1930’s. Characteristics
of those volumes are the pillars and the horizontal surfaces reminding of the structure of an ancient
Greek temple.’Lalou&Aymo-Boot
Performed at Cittadelarte-Fondazione Pistoletto Biella 2016, IUAV Venice 2015 &
Gerrit Rietveld Academie Amsterdam 2014
http://un-finished.org

_ _ _ _ /_ _ _ _ [UN]FINISHED

The common space (corridor) in the typical repeated floorplan

The room 701 - installation view

_ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ [UN]FINISHED installation-performance
has as protagonist the architectural archetype of
the unfinished concrete building found everywhere
in the Athens cityscape. These structures, which
are exposing the concrete skeleton hidden under
the facade finishes of the buildings composing the
cityscape, are closely linked to the history of the
construction of modern Athens. The otherwise
fenced off unfinished building facing Karaiskaki
square, got opened to the public on Wednesday
11th September, within the context of a biannual
contemporary art festival which takes place in a
central area of Athens within abandoned buildings.
A spatial intervention recalls the memory of an
intended function never realized, by drawing the
floor-plan on each floor of the common and private
areas of the initial architectural drawing from 1963.
A route through the 8 story structure makes the ghost
profile of the building, originally designed as a hotel,
appear.
_ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ [UN]FINISHED addresses the
inaccessibility, the potential of the unused space
and the relation of private and public in a direct
yet performed way. With a volume of space and
performativity of the bureaucratic process as
properties, it suggests an ephemeral sculpture in the
public space of contemporary Athens.

view of the total installaion from the public square
The reception view - during the performance

_ _ _ _ /_ _ _ _ [UN]FINISHED - was made in 2013 in
collaboration with architect Skafte Aymo-Boot as
an independent project on ReMap 4 Contemporary Art in
the area of Kerameikos-Metaxouregeio, Athens
http://un-finished.org

view of exhibition space (proposal for Greek Pavillion- 57th Venice Biennial)

POSTPRODUCTION
(proposal)

POST PRODUCTION is an exhibition that enables the audience to alter and
change the narrative arc of a documentary film through the act of watching
it.The exhibition will probe and destabilise notions of social context, and
truth in relation to the fictional agenda of history. A physically grey space
where the viewing process is affecting the way the documentary footage is
received. The installation orchestrates a polyphony of perspectives relating
staged realities in response to the physical presence of the viewer and a none
linear film composed structure by a database of footage, and a unvealing
rolled text describing the footage.
The viewers are invited to deconstruct a narrative through a series of terms
used in postproduction as text over image that lead the narrative. Terms
as cut, track, reverb, close-up, base are displayed as text on the footage,
associating the part of the journey and the view of the narrative in another
moment in history, relating to the contemporanity of the locations and the
live postproduction.

video stil from short test-clip

‘‘POSTPRODUCTION is a relation between a real documentary and the history which in this sense is
constructed and therefore can also be seen as fiction. In the film production process where there is a shooting
schedule, a scenic design, a storyboard, and one or more layers of narration, post production is seen as the
part that follows and therefore less important in the creative process. However in most film made now, much
of the process is in fact what could be considered to be postproduction, entire films are constructed using
the tools of post production from their conception. The recorded material if it exists at all is so completely
maluable, in the same way that clay is not seen as a work of sculpture, the footage or recording is simply the
raw material from which the film is constructed and made in post production.’’Jacqui Davies

EEoME

(working title)

photo : x-ray of container box with glass piggy banks in the Syrian customs

video still from video recording in public space Athens

In April 2010, just after the Icesave referendum(Icelandic loan guarantees referendum),during a research residency
in Netherlands I began to make a body of work that responds to the events resulting from the financial crash in
Europe. Working at the glass lab of the National Museum of Glass in Leerdam, I started to glassblow a mass amount
of glass pig containers That same period I was invited with a video-installation work by the 6th Video Art Festival in
Athens that took place in ‘Technopolis’ -Industrial museum of Athens, and in the 2nd Contemporary Art Exhibition
in Damascus called ‘Living Spaces’ curated by Abir Bhoukhari & AllARtNOW.
EEoME(Economic Express or Mobility Express) is the journey of an avatar in physical space, as a metaphor of hybrid
social environment; Questioning conceptions of time and space and the identity within time-space; the virtual and
physical, natural and artificial, fiction and reality. The performance is based on improvisation, composing an action
through the embodied sense using the object of the transparent glass containers in the shape of piggy banks as in
the form of virtual thoughts.
Economic Express or Mobility Express is a mirroring of a liminal zone identifying a form of embodiment and a
metaphysical relation of the human within space-time.
medium: performance, installations, video work
Athens - video art festival at Technopolis Industrial Museum
and in Public space
Damascus -’Living Spaces-All Art NOW’ and in public space
Istanbul - Sultan Ahmet Parki

image from the installation view ‘the Ritual’ in Maktab Anbar House Damascus

video links

5 min indicative clip about processing the video
footage that will be incorporated in the installation
of the exhibition POSTPORDUCTION
https://vimeo.com/169860401
password: virtual thoughts

15 min excerpt from video recordings during the work
OPERATED #3 which was addressed to specific invited
viewers. This excerpt includes audio parts from the
public talk about the exhibition ‘The Operational Model
‘as a result of the OPERATED #3. The video recordings
were live screened in both events.
https://vimeo.com/168011507
password: oper

5 min excerpt from a recording by one of the 26 viewers that experienced the work ‘supper effect‘ from this
position
https://vimeo.com/169529539
password: oper

Maria Lalou
aka
reaction-lalou
van Ostadestraat 100H
1072TC
Amsterdam
http://reaction-lalou.com

